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Proton-proton collisions

LHC is a:

• Discovery Machine

• QCD machine (QCD is always present!)

Diffraction is a:

• Vital aspect of QCD

• Place to look for New Physics
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Diffractive interactions

 Diffractive reactions at hadron colliders are defined as reactions in which a 

color singlet object (Pomeron or photon) is exchanged between colliding 

particles.
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Diffractive interactions

 Diffractive reactions at hadron colliders are defined as reactions in which a 

color singlet object (Pomeron or photon) is exchanged between colliding 

particles.

 Identified by the presence of an intact leading particle or a large rapidity gap (LRG)
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 Semiexclusive 

production
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(Semi) exclusive processes
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LHC can also serve as a photon collider

ATLAS, CMS, LHCb:

Good know-how about how to measure 

exclusive processes:

without FPDs: γγ→μμ/ee, γγ→WW 
with FPDs: γγ→μμ/ee
(all in presence of pile-up, without timing 

detectors)

Proton detected in Forward Proton Detector (FPD)



New Physics in exclusive processes
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γγ → WW/ZZ/γγ : anomalous quartic gauge couplings

γγ → 2 sleptons/charginos → 2 neutralinos (DM candidates) + μμ/ee

γγ → a → γγ: axion-like particle searches

γγ → ttbar: anomalous γttbar coupling,

γγ → ττ: anomalous magnetic moment of τ

γp → t: FCNC (see Jay’s presentation)

pp → pHp: H→bbbar, Hbb Yukawa coupling

…
…
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Top-pair production in (semi)exclusive processes
Photon – photon Photon – Pomeron Pomeron – Pomeron

Cross section:

Photon flux:                                                       Diffractive PDFs:           

 (constrained by HERA data)

Survival factor: 10



Experimental procedure

 Signal: 

top-pair produced in photon-photon, photon-Pomeron and Pomeron-Pomeron interactions

Forward Proton MC (FPMC)

 Final state: Two tagged protons in FPDs + semi-leptonic decays in central det. 

- Gives best efficiency and reasonable purity, huge know-how in ATLAS and CMS

 Backgrounds:            

- Irreducible: γp → Wt (MadGraph 5)          γγ → WW (FPMC)

- Reducible: Inclusive top-pair + Pile-up (Pythia 8.2 + Delphes)

- Delphes used for fast simulation and pile-up event mixing for all signal processes and 

reducible background 
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Signal selection and Background rejection cuts

Usual semileptonic cuts used in 

inclusive ATLAS & CMS analyses:

- Reasonable S/B

- Reasonable purities

- Reasonable trigger efficiencies

- Remaining backgrounds < 10% 

FPD acceptance (assuming 100%)

Exclusivity cut:

Number of tracks close to the primary vertex and outside ttbar system must be low

(not sufficient to remove the incl.ttbar+PU → use Time-of-Flight (ToF) in FPD)

 Delphes with proper input cards takes care of applying central detector acceptances, 
efficiencies, b-tagging, pile-up mixing…
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Forward Proton detectors (FPDs) at LHC
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AFP

CT-PPS
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[CT-PPS TDR, CERN-LHCC-2014-021]

ξ1,2= 1 - 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛1,2/𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚, M = ξ1ξ2s

Excellent ξ (central system mass) resolution

[AFP TDR, CERN-LHCC-2015-009]
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Beam view: looking downstream 
through the beam pipe at a 
fully inserted Roman pot
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Beam view: looking downstream 
through the beam pipe at a 
fully inserted Roman pot



Zero Pile-up

 All backgrounds vanish but the signal event yields are too low → go to higher 

instantaneous luminosities (higher pile-up). 

 Photon-photon yield too low → drop it
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Non-zero Pile-up

 All cuts but exclusivity cut applied

 Inclusive ttbar + already <μ>=10 

overwhelms all signal processes → apply 

exclusivity cuts and make use of ToF

 Study 3 lumi scenarios (<μ>, L[fb-1]):

(5,10); (10,30); (50,300)
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Fake Double-Tag events in FPD
 What is the rate of fake double-tagged events with protons coming from PU 

in the acceptance 0.015 < ξ <0.15?

Most dangerous combination: 2x soft SD events + hard-scale top-pair event.

Time-of-flight (ToF) detectors necessary to suppress the PU background.

1) Single-Tag probability to find a PU proton in FPD acceptance:     1.4%(PY8.2) 

2) Rate of fake Double-Tagged events, assuming 
 bunch longitudinal size: 7.5 cm

 time resolution: 𝜎𝑡 = 10 ps

 time window: 2𝜎𝑡

Requiring arrival times difference to be zero within time window

These factors only applied for inclusive top-pair background

Minimum Bias 

events, MPI on

{
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ToF performance studies: arXiv: 2010.00237[hep-ph]

< μ > 5 10 50

𝑃𝐹𝑎𝑘𝑒 0.0031 0.014 0.246

ToF suppr. 18.3 17.3 10.8



Exclusivity cut study

 Ntracks: number of charged tracks with 

𝑝𝑇 > 0.2 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and |𝑧𝑡𝑟𝑘 - 𝑧𝑣𝑡𝑥| < 1 mm 

and outside jets: ∆R(trk,jet)>0.4 and leptons: ∆R(trk,lepton)>0.2

 For each lumi scenario, cut Ntracks can be tuned to get optimal S/B

After applying all cuts including ToF suppression 
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Non-zero Pile-up
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 Each lumi scenario prefers different 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑘 cut

 Low values of μ seem to be preferred. 
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S/B                 stat. significance



Simulation of experimental output
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For 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑠< 20 and lumi scenario (5,10): good separation of signal from 

combinatorial background → observation of the semi-exclusive signal possible
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SUMMARY
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 LHC can act as a photon collider

 In exclusive and semi-exclusive interactions, New Physics can be searched for

 Forward Proton Detectors measure precisely mass of central system 

 Good prospects for measuring semi-exclusive top-pair production for pile-up 

amounts smaller than <μ> ~ 50
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B A C K U P   S L I D E S
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Non-zero Pile-up
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